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Abstract—We investigate an efficient parallelization of a class of algorithms for the well-known Tucker decomposition of general N-dimensional sparse tensors. The targeted algorithms are iterative and use the alternating least squares method. At each iteration, for each dimension of an N-dimensional input tensor, the following operations are performed: (i) the tensor is multiplied with (N−1) matrices (TTMc step); (ii) the product is then converted to a matrix; and (iii) a few leading left singular vectors of the resulting matrix are computed (TRSV step) to update one of the matrices for the next TTMe step. We propose an efficient parallelization of these algorithms for the current parallel platforms with multicore nodes. We discuss a set of preprocessing steps which takes all computational decisions out of the main iteration of the algorithm and provides an intuitive shared-memory parallelism for the TTM and TRSV steps. We propose a coarse and a fine-grain parallel algorithm in a distributed memory environment, investigate data dependencies, and identify efficient communication schemes. We demonstrate how the computation of singular vectors in the TRSV step can be carried out efficiently following the TTMe step. Finally, we develop a hybrid MPI-OpenMP implementation of the overall algorithm and report scalability results on up to 4096 cores on 256 nodes of an IBM BlueGene/Q supercomputer.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Tensors or multi-dimensional arrays are used to represent data with high dimensionality in many applications. Among the most popular of these applications are the analysis of Web graphs [1], forming knowledge bases [2], [3], item and tag recommendations [4], [5], [6], chemometrics [7], signal processing [8], computer vision [9], and forensic data analysis [10]. In these applications, tensor decomposition algorithms are used to find latent relations or predict missing elements in the data using its low rank structure. There are two prominent tensor decomposition formulations. CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) decomposition formulates a tensor as a sum of rank-one tensors. Tucker formulation expresses a tensor with a smaller core tensor multiplied by a matrix along each dimension—see Fig. 1 for a simplistic view. Both of these formulations have uses in various applications; in particular, the CP formulation is deemed useful for understanding latent components, whereas the Tucker formulation is considered to be more appropriate for compression [11], identifying relations among the factors [12], and predicting missing data entries [4]. Tucker decomposition and its variants are known to be more effective tools for data analysis at the expense of higher computational requirements, and many of its variants have been employed in data analysis problems [4], [5], [6]. In these applications, the tensor formed from the data is sparse, which can adequately be exploited to compute the Tucker decomposition more efficiently. With this motivation, we investigate the efficient parallel computation of the low rank Tucker decomposition of sparse tensors in shared and distributed memory environments.

There are variants of CP and Tucker decompositions, and different algorithms to compute them [13], [14]. The most common algorithms for both decompositions and their variants are based on the alternating least squares (ALS) method. The algorithms of this type are iterative, where the computational core of an iteration is a special operation performed on an N-mode tensor and N matrices. The key operation in the ALS-based CP decomposition (CP-ALS) case is called the matrixized tensor times Khatri-Rao product; we refer the reader to other resources for details [14]. The key operation in the ALS-based Tucker decomposition algorithm, namely Higher Order Orthogonal Iteration (HOOI) [15], is called tensor times matrix-chain product. These two operations pose similar computational challenges; but there are distinct opportunities for parallel efficiency.

The tensor times matrix-chain (TTMc) product in the HOOI
algorithm is performed for all modes of the \( N \)-mode input tensor in sequence, at every ALS iteration. TTMc for a mode \( n \) involves tensor times matrix (TTM) products with \( N - 1 \) different matrices, each of which is associated with one of the modes other than \( n \). TTM product can be considered as a higher dimensional variant of the matrix-vector multiply operation (Section II explains the TTM operation in detail). Techniques for efficiency of a single TTM are therefore akin to those used in the matrix-vector multiplication but require more effort to overcome the difficulties associated with the higher dimensionality.

Following the TTMc step for each mode, HOOI algorithm computes a few singular vectors of a large, usually tall-and-skinny dense matrix at every ALS iteration. This matrix arises from a logical reorganization of the result of the TTMc associated with the corresponding mode. The cost of computing the singular vectors is not negligible and hence needs to be addressed in an efficient parallelization of the HOOI algorithm. We refer to the computation of the desired singular vectors as the truncated SVD (TRSVD) step.

Our contributions are as follows. First, we design efficient parallel algorithms for the TTMc operation on sparse tensors. To this end, we first introduce a particular nonzero-based reformulation of TTMc. Using this formulation, we then introduce a preprocessing step called symbolic TTMc to identify data dependencies and perform all index computations before the HOOI iterations for efficiency. Then, we provide a shared-memory parallel algorithm for the main iteration of HOOI which makes use of the symbolic TTMc step. Second, we introduce a coarse and a fine-grain task definition for TTMc and TRSVD steps within the HOOI algorithm, and propose a hybrid shared-distributed memory parallel algorithm based on the distribution of these tasks. We discuss the computational and communication requirements of the algorithm for a given task distribution, and make use of the hypergraph models from our earlier work on CP-ALS [16] for reducing communication and achieving load balance during each HOOI iteration. Third, we stress how to efficiently perform the TRSVD step in a distributed memory setting, and make use of the PETSc [17] and SLEPc [18] libraries in this step. We carefully designed this step so that the communication requirements in parallel iterative algorithms used for computing the singular vectors are reduced, and the load balance is achieved by making use of the data decomposition of the TTMc step. Finally, we propose an efficient OpenMP-MPI hybrid parallel implementation of the HOOI algorithm in C++, and present scalability results on a high-end parallel system using up to 4096 cores on real world HOOI algorithm in C++, and present scalability results on a high-end parallel system using up to 4096 cores on real world

Section III, we propose shared and distributed memory parallel algorithms and discuss in detail the TTMc and the TRSVD steps. Next, we give a brief summary of related recent work in Section IV. Finally, we provide experimental results in Section V, and conclude the paper in Section VI.

## II. BACKGROUND

We use bold, upper case Roman letters for matrices, as in \( \mathbf{A} \). Matrix elements are shown with the corresponding lowercase letters, as in \( a_{i,j} \). Matlab notation is used to refer to the entire rows and columns of a matrix, e.g., \( \mathbf{A}(i,:) \) and \( \mathbf{A}(:,j) \) refer to the \( i \)-th row and \( j \)-th column of \( \mathbf{A} \), respectively.

We use calligraphic fonts to refer to tensors, e.g., \( \mathbf{X} \). The order of a tensor is the number of its dimensions or modes, which we denote with \( N \). For the sake of simplicity of the notation and the discussion, we sometimes discuss the case \( N = 3 \), even though our algorithms and implementations have no such restriction. We explicitly generalize the discussion to order-\( N \) tensors whenever necessary. As in matrices, an element of a tensor is denoted by a lowercase letter and subscripts corresponding to the indices of the element, e.g., the element \( (i,j,k) \) of \( \mathbf{X} \) is \( x_{i,j,k} \). A fiber of a tensor is defined by fixing every index but one, and a slice of a tensor is obtained by fixing only one index. For instance, for a third order tensor \( \mathbf{X} \), \( \mathbf{X}_{j,k} \) and \( \mathbf{X}_{i,:) \) are fibers and \( \mathbf{X}_{j,:} \) and \( \mathbf{X}_{:,k} \) are slices in the first and the third modes, respectively.

The Kronecker product of two vectors \( u \in \mathbb{R}^I \) and \( v \in \mathbb{R}^J \) results in a vector \( w = u \otimes v \) where \( w = u_j v_i \). We denote the outer product of the same vectors \( u \) and \( v \) as \( \mathbf{W} = u \circ v \), where \( \mathbf{W} \in \mathbb{R}^{I \times J} \) and \( w_{i,j} = u_i v_j \). In general, performing the outer product of \( N \) vectors produces an \( N \)-dimensional tensor.

We reproduce the following definitions from Kolda and Bader’s survey [14]. The \( n \)-mode matricization of a tensor \( \mathbf{X} \) is denoted by \( \mathbf{X}_{(n)} \) and refers to the reordering of \( \mathbf{X} \)’s elements into a matrix by arranging the mode-\( n \) fibers as the columns of \( \mathbf{X}_{(n)} \). For example, for \( \mathbf{X} \in \mathbb{R}^{I_1 \times \cdots \times I_N} \), \( \mathbf{X}_{(1)} \in \mathbb{R}^{I_1 \times (I_2 \cdots I_N)} \) denotes the mode-1 matricization of \( \mathbf{X} \), where the rows of \( \mathbf{X}_{(1)} \) correspond to the first mode of \( \mathbf{X} \), and the columns correspond to the remaining modes. The tensor element \( x_{i_1,\ldots,i_N} \) corresponds to the element \( \left( i_1, 1 + \sum_{j=2}^{N} (i_j - 1) \prod_{k=1}^{j-1} I_k \right) \) of \( \mathbf{X}_{(1)} \).

The \( n \)-mode product of a tensor \( \mathbf{X} \in \mathbb{R}^{I_1 \times \cdots \times I_N} \) with a matrix \( \mathbf{U} \in \mathbb{R}^{J \times I_n} \) is denoted by \( \mathbf{X} \times_n \mathbf{U} \). This is also referred to as tensor times matrix (TTM) product. The result \( \mathbf{Y} \) is a tensor of size \( I_1 \times \cdots \times I_{n-1} \times J \times I_{n+1} \times \cdots \times I_N \). A particular element of \( \mathbf{Y} \) is given by

\[
y_{i_1,\ldots,i_{n-1},j,i_{n+1},\ldots,i_N} = \sum_{i_n=1}^{I_n} x_{i_1,i_2,\ldots,i_N} u_{j,i_n}.
\]  

A tensor can be multiplied by a set of matrices along a given set \( S \) of modes. We use the notation \( \text{TTMc}(\mathbf{X},S) \) to refer to the tensor \( n \)-mode product of \( \mathbf{X} \) with matrices \( \mathbf{U}_n \) for \( n \in S \). We use \( \text{TTMc}(S) \) for clarity, as the tensor \( \mathbf{X} \) and the matrices \( \mathbf{U}_n \)’s will be clear from the context. The operation \( \mathbf{Y} \leftarrow \mathbf{X} \times_1 \mathbf{U}_1 \cdots \times_{n-1} \mathbf{U}_{n-1} \times_{n+1} \mathbf{U}_{n+1} \cdots \times_N \mathbf{U}_N \) stands for the TTMc of a tensor in all modes.
except \( n \), which we denote as \( \mathcal{X} \times \ldots \times \mathcal{X} \times n \), or equivalently, \( \text{TTM}(\{1 \ldots n\} \setminus \{n\}) \).

The Tucker decomposition expresses a given tensor \( \mathcal{X} \in \mathbb{R}^{I_1 \times \ldots \times I_N} \) as a core tensor \( \mathcal{G} \) multiplied by a factor matrix \( \mathbf{U}_n \) of size \( I_n \times R_n \) in each mode \( n \). Here, \( R_1, \ldots, R_N \) are the requested rank of the decomposition for each mode. Formally, the Tucker decomposition \([\mathcal{G}; \mathbf{U}_1, \ldots, \mathbf{U}_N]\) writes \( \mathcal{X} \) as \( \mathcal{G} \times_1 \mathbf{U}_1 \times \ldots \times \mathcal{G} \times_N \mathbf{U}_N \). For example, if \( \mathcal{X} \in \mathbb{R}^{I_1 \times I_2 \times I_3} \), then in its Tucker decomposition \([\mathcal{G}; \mathbf{A}, \mathbf{B}, \mathbf{C}]\) we have \( x_{i,j,k} \approx \sum_{p=1}^{I_p} \sum_{q=1}^{J_p} g_{ijp} a_{ip} b_{jq} c_{kr} \).

A well-known algorithm for computing the Tucker decomposition is called the higher order orthogonal iteration (HOOI) [19], and is given in Algorithm 1. In this algorithm, the factor matrices are initialized first. This initialization could be done randomly or using the higher-order SVD [19]. Then, the “repeat-until” loop applies the alternating least squares method. Here, for each mode \( n \), TTMc(\{1,...,N\} \setminus \{n\}) at Line 4 is computed. This produces a tensor of size \( R_1 \times R_2 \times \ldots \times R_{n-1} \times I_n \times R_{n+1} \times \ldots \times R_N \), which is then matricized along the \( n \)th mode into the matrix \( \mathbf{Y}(n) \in \mathbb{R}^{I_n \times R_n \times R_i} \). Then, the leading \( R_n \) left singular vectors of \( \mathbf{Y}(n) \) are computed and used as the columns of \( \mathbf{U}_n \) at Line 5. After all matrices \( \mathbf{U}_n \) are updated, the core tensor \( \mathcal{G} \) is formed at Line 6, and the change in the fit measure \(|\mathcal{X} - \mathcal{G}|/|\mathcal{X}| \) is checked at the end of each iteration.

**Algorithm 1** HOOI algorithm for \( N \)-mode tensors

**Input:** \( \mathcal{X} \): An \( N \)-mode tensor \( R_1, \ldots, R_N \):

The rank of the decomposition for each mode

**Output:** Tucker decomposition \([\mathcal{G}; \mathbf{U}_1, \ldots, \mathbf{U}_N]\)

1: Initialize the matrix \( \mathbf{U}_n \in \mathbb{R}^{I_n \times R_n} \) for \( n = 1, \ldots, N \)
2: repeat
3: for \( n = 1, \ldots, N \) do
4: \( \mathbf{Y} \leftarrow \mathcal{X} \times_n \mathbf{U}_n^T \)
5: \( \mathbf{U}_n \leftarrow \mathcal{G} \times_1 \mathbf{U}_1^T \times_2 \ldots \times_{n-1} \mathbf{U}_{n-1}^T \times_{n+1} \mathbf{U}_{n+1}^T \times_2 \ldots \times_N \mathbf{U}_N^T \)
6: until no improvement or maximum iterations reached
7: return \([\mathcal{G}; \mathbf{U}_1, \ldots, \mathbf{U}_N]\)

How to perform the TTMc operation at Line 4 is especially important. These TTMc’s can be performed in any order [14] using various schemes [20] that formulate TTMc in terms of multiple tensor-modes-vector (TTMV) operations. We now formulate TTMc in a way that specifies what to compute for each nonzero \( x_{i_1 \ldots i_N} \in \mathcal{X} \) to be able to express parallelism with different task granularities. Let \( \mathcal{Z} = \mathcal{X} \times_2 \mathbf{U}_2^T \) where \( \mathcal{X} \in \mathbb{R}^{I_1 \times I_2 \times I_3} \), and \( \mathbf{U}_2 \in \mathbb{R}^{I_2 \times J_2} \). By considering (1) for \( \mathcal{Z} \), and performing the summation over nonzeros we obtain:

\[
z_{i,t,k} = \sum_{i,j,k} x_{i,j,k} U_2(j, t).
\]

We can vectorize this as

\[
\mathcal{Z}(i,:) = \sum_{i,j,k} x_{i,j,k} U_2(j,:) = \sum_{x_{i,j,k} \in \mathcal{X}} x_{i,j,k} U_2(j,:).
\]

Similarly, \( \mathbf{Y} = \mathcal{Z} \times_3 \mathbf{U}_3^T \) where \( \mathbf{U}_3 \in \mathbb{R}^{I_3 \times J_3} \) can be written as:

\[
y_{i,m,t} = \sum_{z_{i,m,k} \in \mathcal{Z}} z_{i,m,k} U_3(k,t).
\]

Rewriting \( z_{i,m,k} \) as in (2) we get

\[
y_{i,m,t} = \sum_{x_{i,j,k} \in \mathcal{X}} x_{i,j,k} U_2(j,m) U_3(k,t),
\]

and finally by applying (3) twice we obtain

\[
Y_{i,:,:} = \sum_{x_{i,j,k} \in \mathcal{X}} x_{i,j,k} U_2(j,:) \odot U_3(k,:).
\]

Specifically, for each nonzero \( x_{i,j,k} \in \mathcal{X} \), we perform the outer product \( U_2(j,:) \odot U_3(k,:) \), scale it with \( x_{i,j,k} \), and then add the result to the \( J_2 \times J_3 \) dense matrix \( Y_{i,:,:} \). Using the matricization of \( \mathcal{Y} \) in the first mode, this results in the following formula where a Kronecker product replaces the outer product:

\[
(1)_{i,:) = \sum_{x_{i,j,k} \in \mathcal{X}} x_{i,j,k} U_2(j,:) \otimes U_3(k,:).
\]

For \( N \)-dimensional case, the formulation (4) generalizes to

\[
Y_{n}(i_n,:) = \sum_{x_{i_1,i_2,\ldots,i_N} \in \mathcal{X}} x_{i_1,i_2,\ldots,i_N} \otimes_{t \neq n} U_t(i_t,:)
\]

where \( \otimes_{t \neq n} \) denotes the Kronecker product of \( N - 1 \) row vectors \( U_t(i_t,:) \) for \( t \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \setminus \{n\} \). This formulation specifies the operations performed for each nonzero element of a tensor. The resulting computation of TTMc is called nonzero-based and is given in Algorithm 2 for 3rd order tensors and \( n = 1 \).

**Algorithm 2** Nonzero-based formulation for the mode-1 matricization of the TTMc operation \( \mathcal{Y} = \mathcal{X} \times_2 \mathbf{U}_2^T \times_3 \mathbf{U}_3^T \) for 3rd order tensors

\[
(1)_{i,:) = 0
\]

\[
Y_{n}(i,:) \leftarrow Y_{n}(i,:) + x_{i,j,k} (U_2(j,:) \odot U_3(k,:))
\]

### III. Parallel Tucker Factorization

An efficient shared memory parallelization of the TTMc operation given in Algorithm 2 should avoid expensive lock mechanisms to resolve data dependencies. We perform a preprocessing step to organize the computations in a way that the subsequent numeric computations can be performed in parallel without any write conflicts. Following the TTMc step, computing the TRSVD of the matricized tensor \( \mathbf{Y}(n) \) requires special attention. Direct SVD methods that are employed to compute TRSVD in dense Tucker decomposition algorithms are not feasible for sparse Tucker decomposition due to computational and memory constraints. For this reason, we resort to iterative methods for TRSVD, which not only reduces the computational cost by exploiting the low rank of
approximation, but also renders the memory overhead due to TRSVD computation almost negligible.

For the distributed memory parallelism, we employ coarse and fine-grain task definitions. A coarse-grain task corresponds to computing a particular row $Y_{(n)}(i,:)$ of the TTMc result, as well as the corresponding row $U_n(i,:)$ of the factor matrix using TRSVD. In this scenario, the owner of this task possesses all the tensor nonzeros $x_{i_1,...,i_N}$ where $i_n = i$. Also, each such nonzero implies data dependencies to the tasks corresponding to the rows $U_1(i_1,:),...,U_N(i_N,:)$ to be able to perform the computation of $Y_{(n)}(i,:)$ using Algorithm 2. Fine-grain task definition relaxes this constraint by allowing nonzeros to be distributed freely. It associates each nonzero $x_{i_1,...,i_N}$ with a task which is responsible to compute $x_{i_1,...,i_N} \otimes t \neq n U(i_t,:)$ and generate a partial result for $Y_{(n)}(i_n,:)$ of size $\prod_{t \neq n} R_t$. This size is exponential in the ranks of approximation; therefore, merging the partial results can get very expensive in terms of communication, hence should be avoided. For this reason, we propose a novel method to effectively handle this communication within the TRSVD step.

A. Shared memory parallelism

1) Parallel TTMc: As shown in Algorithm 2, each nonzero $x_{i_1,j,k}$ contributes an outer product to $Y_{(1)}(i,:)$, or equivalently, $Y(i,:,::)$ while performing TTMc in the first mode. For shared memory parallelism, this poses a write conflict whenever two threads simultaneously process nonzeros whose first index are $i$. To resolve this, we make a pass over the data to compute an update list $u_{l1}(i)$ that holds the list of nonzeros $x_{i_1,j,k}$ that will contribute to $Y_{(1)}(i,:).$ In the actual implementation, we only store the index $t$ of the nonzero $x(t) = x_{i_1,j,k}$ to avoid duplicating the nonzero within $u_{l1}(i)$. In this way, we untangle the write conflicts for each row of $Y_{(1)}$ and avoid using lock mechanisms. We also store the set $J_0$ of all indices $i \in I_1$ such that $u_{l1}(i) \neq \emptyset$. We repeat this computation in all dimensions, and name this step as symbolic TTMc, as it resolves all the index computations and dependencies once and for all outside the main loop of HOOI (shown at Lines 1-2 of Algorithm 3). This symbolic data can be reused many times for faster numeric TTMcs within the main loop of HOOI. Finally, symbolic TTMc of each dimension can be performed independently; hence, we perform this computation in parallel in each dimension.

After the symbolic TTMc, each row $i$ of $Y_{(1)}$ can be updated independently in parallel by using $u_{l1}(i)$, which composes the parallel numeric TTMc step at Lines 5–8 of Algorithm 3. In our implementation, we use OpenMP parallel loop with dynamic scheduling to distribute the tasks to threads.

2) Parallel truncated SVD: Following the TTMc product for mode $n$, HOOI requires finding the leading $R_n$ singular vectors of the matricized tensor $Y_{(n)}$ to update the matrix $U_n$ for mode $n$. Here, $Y_{(n)}$ is of size $I_n \times (R_1 \cdots R_{n-1} R_{n+1} \cdots R_N)$. In Algorithm 3, we directly compute the matricized tensor and avoid the cost of matricization. In a recent work on parallel Tucker decomposition of dense tensors [11], leading singular vectors of $Y_{(n)}$ are extracted by computing the eigenvalues of the Gram matrix $Y_{(n)} Y_{(n)}^T$, where the number of rows of $Y_{(n)}$, which is $I_n$, is typically in the order of a thousand. However, $I_n$ can easily exceed a million for sparse tensors, rendering this method impractical for our purpose. Also, direct methods for eigenvalue and singular value problems typically compute all eigen/singular values at once, whereas in HOOI we need only $R_n$ left leading singular value/vector pairs out of $\min(I_n, \prod_{t \neq n} R_t)$. For these reasons, we resort to using matrix-free iterative methods to compute the TRSVD of $Y_{(n)}$ [18]. This way, we avoid forming the Gram matrix and compute only the required singular value/vector pairs. In the shared memory context, this TRSVD can be parallelized by using optimized BLAS2 gemv kernel for the matrix-vector (MxV) and matrix transpose-vector (MTxV) multiplications, which dominate the computational cost of the TRSVD due to the matrix being dense. As we demonstrate in the next section, this approach also enables us to reduce the communication requirements in the distributed memory setting.

After all factor matrices are updated, the core tensor is formed at Line 10 to check the convergence. Since at $n = N$, $Y_{(n)}$ already holds the TTMc result $y = X_{1} \times U_{1} \times \cdots \times U_{N-1}$ in the matricized form, we multiply $y$ with $U_{N}$ in mode $N$ to obtain $g$. Both $y$ and $g$ are dense tensors while $g$ being significantly smaller than $y$ $(R_1 \times \cdots \times R_N$ vs. $R_1 \times \cdots \times R_{N-1} \times I_N)$. The parallel computation of dense $g$ can efficiently be performed using BLAS3, and in practice its cost should be negligible compared to the cost of sparse operations carried out in computing $y$. We skip the details of the parallelization of Line 10 and refer the reader to a recent work by Li et al. [21].

B. Distributed memory parallelism

1) Coarse-grain parallel HOOI: Recall that there are two main operations for each mode $n$ in an iteration of HOOI: a TTMc step to obtain a matricized tensor $Y_{(n)}$, and an TRSVD step to obtain the matrix $U_n$, once $Y_{(n)}$ is ready. In the coarse-grain task decomposition of these computations, we define computing each row $i$ of $U_n$ as an atomic task, and hold
the owner of this task responsible for computing the $i^{th}$ row of $Y_{(n)}$. We denote this task by $t^n_i$, and make the owner of $t^n_i$ own the corresponding data elements $U_{n(i, :) \otimes I}$ of approximation $Y_{(n)}$. For each mode $n$, we partition these tasks. As a result, the process $p_k$ owns the index set $I^n_k$ of tasks so that for each $i \in I^n_k$, $t^n_i$ is owned by $p_k$.

In Algorithm 2, $Y_{(1)}(i, :) \in \mathcal{X}$ receives a contribution $x_{i, j, k} \in U_2(j, :) \otimes U_3(k, :)$. For each nonzero $x_{i, j, k}$, $t^n_i$ involves all nonzeros in the tensor slice $\mathcal{X}(i, :, :)$, as well as the corresponding rows $U_2(j, :)$ and $U_3(k, :)$. To compute $Y_{(1)}(i, :) \in \mathcal{X}$ for each nonzero $x_{i, j, k}$, $t^n_i$ needs $y$ to be exchanged in the communication step. The data to be exchanged in the communication step is $y$ for each nonzero $x_{i, j, k}$. Therefore, $t^n_i$ involves the rows $K$ of $y$ by the Kronecker product. To compute $Y_{(1)}(i, :) \in \mathcal{X}$ for each nonzero $x_{i, j, k}$, $t^n_i$ needs $y$ to be exchanged in the communication step. We propose a fine-grain variant of the parallel HOOI which better partition for parallelization. To address both limitations, we use a similar coarse-grain task definition in the context of the parallel CP-ALS algorithm, and propose a hypergraph model for representing the computational and communication requirements of the parallel algorithm. Here, we adopt the same hypergraph model to reduce the total communication volume and to balance the computational load during the HOOI iterations. In this model, we represent tasks with vertices and their interdependence using hyperedges. The standard partitioning problem of this hypergraph corresponds to reducing the total communication volume while establishing the load balance in the TTMc step. This could also ensure load balance in the TRSVD step if the processes have almost equal number of tasks (we investigate this in our experiments). As said above, only the MTxV operation in the TRSVD step requires communication, which is regular and has a cost independent from the task distribution.

2) Fine-grain parallel HOOI: Coarse-grain approach has two main limitations. First, the number of tasks for a dimension $n$ is limited by $I_n$. In case the tensor is very small in one of the dimensions, this poses a granularity problem by not having enough tasks for parallelism, which limits scalability. Also, coarse-grain tasks tend to be heavily interdependent with their data. As a result, there is typically little room in finding a better partition for parallelization. To address both limitations, we propose a fine-grain variant of the parallel HOOI which enables the partial computation of the rows of $Y_{(n)}$. The fine-grain approach in Algorithm 4 differs from the coarse-grain one at Line 6, which enables computing partial results for the rows that are not owned by $p_k$.

Algorithm 4 gives the distributed memory parallel HOOI executed process $p_k$. Initially, we assume a partition of task indices $I^n_k$ for each mode $n$, as well as the set of nonzeros $\mathcal{X}^n$ that are needed to perform the local computations associated with these tasks. At Lines 1–6, $p_k$ performs the symbolic TTMc with its local tensor $\mathcal{X}^k$. Next, at Lines 9–12 local TTMc operation $Y_{(n)} \in \mathcal{X}^{\otimes n} \otimes U_{n(i, :) \otimes I}$ is performed. Note that at Line 4 we set $K \leftarrow I^n_k$, to make sure that the coarse-grain algorithm only computes TTMc results for the owned set of rows $I^n_k$. Also, $p_k$ does not need to store the whole matrix $U_{n}$; instead, it stores the set of owned rows $U_{n}(I^n_k, :)$. For each mode $n$, the rows $i_n$ that are accessed in the local TTMc computations due to $x_{i_1, \ldots, i_N} \in \mathcal{X}^k$.

After the local TTMc step, we have the row-wise distributed matrix $Y_{(n)}$ where $p_k$ owns the set $I^n_k$ of rows. For the subsequent TRSVD step, we need to perform the MxV and MTxV multiplications $y \leftarrow Y_{(n)}x$ and $x^T \leftarrow y^T Y_{(n)}$. We partition the vector $x$ blockwise. On the other hand, we partition the vector $y$ according to $I^n_k$. In this way, after gathering all entries of $x$ at all processes, the MxV operation $y \leftarrow Y_{(n)}x$ can be performed locally without any communication on $y$ entries. Also, after the TRSVD solver converges, the computed left singular vectors have the same partition as $y$. This way, $p_k$ ends up having all rows $U_{n}(I^n_k, :) \in \mathcal{X}$ in place, avoiding any postcommunication. For $x^T \leftarrow y^T Y_{(n)}$, we compute the local result $y^T Y_{(n)}$, then perform an all-to-all reduction to sum up the final results in the owner processes.
and can easily get very large. In contrast, each message for communicating the rows of $U_n$ at Line 14 of Algorithm 4 is of size $R_n$.

We make use of the following observation to asymptotically reduce the communication cost due to partial results of TTMc. Performing the local TTMc with a fine-grain task distribution produces the matrix $Y_{(n)}$ in the sum-distributed form $Y_{(n)} = Y_{(n)}^1 + \cdots + Y_{(n)}^N$ where $Y_{(n)}^k$ is the partial TTMc result generated by the process $p_k$. One should avoid assembling $Y_{(n)}$, otherwise a high communication overhead incurs. Fortunately, we only need to provide $MxV$ and $MTxV$ operations associated with the matrix $Y_{(n)}$ in the subsequent TRSVD step. We can perform these multiplications without assembling $Y_{(n)}$ as follows. For the $MxV$ operation, we perform $y \leftarrow Y_{(n)}^k x$ at each process $p_k$ and generate a partial result on $y$. Then, we perform a point to point communication on the entries of $y$ so that the owner of the task $T_{(n)_i}$ sums all the partial results to obtain the final value of $y_i$. In this way, instead of communicating a partial result $Y_{(n)}^k(i,:)$ of size $\prod_{i \neq n} R_i$, we communicate a single vector entry $y_i$ for each $i$ requiring communication at each iteration of the TRSVD solver. The number of TRSVD iterations is typically in the order of $R_n$ or less, so it makes this communication cost conformal with the cost at Line 14 of Algorithm 4. We can easily perform the $MTxV$ operation by computing $x^T \leftarrow y^T Y_{(n)}^k$ at each process $p_k$, and then by performing an all-to-all communication on $x^T$ just as in the coarse-grain algorithm.

We model the tasks of the fine-grain algorithm and their dependencies using the same hypergraph from our previous study [16], where we model tasks with vertices and the dependencies among tasks with hyperedges. With this model, the communication cost at Lines 13–14 of Algorithm 4 is equal to the cutsize of a partition of the corresponding hypergraph and can be effectively reduced by existing hypergraph partitioning tools. We refer the reader to [16] for the detailed analysis. We note also that by not combining the partial results of $Y_{(n)}$, we increase the total computational load of matrix-vector multiplications in the TRSVD solver, as we end up having more rows than $|F_n|$ to multiply in total. Fortunately, this increase is also equal to the cutsize of the hypergraph and is significantly reduced with a good partition. Therefore, minimizing the cutsize is beneficial for reducing both the communication cost of the parallel HOOI and the redundant computation in its TRSVD step. Finally, as in the coarse-grain algorithm, the load balance in the local $MxV$ and $MTxV$ operations can be achieved if the MPI-ranks have equal number of rows in $Y_{(n)}$. This is one of the complex partitioning problems where the total computational load can only be determined after a partition [22], [23]. We do not explicitly address this problem and hope that assigning equal amount of $n$-mode indices will lead to load balance.

## IV. Related Work

We give a brief overview of the recent progress on efficient tensor decomposition (CP and Tucker) algorithms. These can be categorized into four classes: (i) toolboxes for Matlab and similar environments [24], [25], [26], [20], [27]; (ii) implementations for shared memory systems [28], [29], [21], [30]; (iii) implementations based on MapReduce paradigm [12], [31]; (iv) implementations for distributed memory systems [11], [32], [16], [33]. The implementations in the first group are very useful tools that enable fast prototyping. Those in the second group and similar work are helpful when data fits into the memory of a single machine, which is nowadays large enough to accommodate tensors from many applications. Those in the third and fourth groups enable computations on tensors that do not fit into the memory of a single machine. The ones in the third group are not designed for high performance, as MapReduce paradigm is meant to perform multiple passes over out-of-core data and perform global communication shuffling the input data.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no high performance distributed memory implementation of algorithms for the sparse Tucker decomposition. Among the cited references above, HaTen2 [12] is a MapReduce based HOOI implementation. Li et al. [21] investigate efficient shared memory execution of tensor times matrix products and as a future work mention how this can be used to perform intra-node TTMc computations in a distributed memory setting. This work does not discuss other components of an HOOI implementation. Austin et al. [11] propose a distributed memory parallel implementation of HOOI for dense tensors. The challenges that are faced are very different from those faced in the sparse case, essentially due to all communications involving all processes, and memory accesses being regular in the dense case.

## V. Experimental Results

We conducted our experiments on an IBM Blue Gene/Q cluster, which consists of 6 racks of 1024 nodes with each node having 16 GBs of memory and a 16-core IBM PowerPC A2 processor running at 1.6 GHz. We ran our experiments up to 256 nodes (4096 cores) where we achieved the maximum scalability. Each core of PowerPC A2 can handle one arithmetic and memory operation simultaneously; therefore we assigned 32 threads per node (2 threads per core) to benefit from this. All codes we used in our benchmarks were compiled using the Clang C++ compiler (version 3.6.0) with IBM MPI wrapper using -O3 option for compiler optimizations, and linked against IBM ESSL library for LAPACK and BLAS routines. Our code depends on PETSc and SLEPe (version 3.6.2) libraries for the distributed truncated SVD computations.

We experimented with four tensors that we formed from real world data whose properties are in Table I. Netflix tensor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tensor</th>
<th>$I_1$</th>
<th>$I_2$</th>
<th>$I_3$</th>
<th>$I_4$</th>
<th>#nonzeros</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Netflix</td>
<td>480K</td>
<td>17K</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NELL</td>
<td>3.2M</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>638K</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>78M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delicious</td>
<td>1.4K</td>
<td>532K</td>
<td>17M</td>
<td>2.4M</td>
<td>140M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flickr</td>
<td>731</td>
<td>319K</td>
<td>28M</td>
<td>1.6M</td>
<td>112M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
has user × movie × time dimensions, which we formed from the data of the Netflix Prize competition [34]. In this tensor, the nonzeros correspond to the user reviews of movies, and review date extends the data to the third dimension. The values of the nonzeros are determined by the corresponding review scores given by the users. We obtained the NELL tensor from the Never Ending Language Learning (NELL) knowledge database of the “Read the Web” project [2], which consists of tuples of the form (entity, relation, entity) such as (‘Chopin’, ‘plays musical instrument’, ‘piano’). The nonzeros of this tensor correspond to these entries discovered by NELL from the web, and the values are set to be the “belief” scores given by the learning algorithms used in NELL. Delicious and Flickr are the datasets for the web-crawl of Delicious.com and Flickr.com during 2006 and 2007, which is formed by Gørlitz et al. [35]. These datasets consist of tuples of the form (time × users × resources × tags); hence we naturally form 4-mode tensors out of these tuples.

Our parallel algorithms are independent from the partitioning method. Therefore, we use two partitioning methods to test their performance. The first partitioning method assigns the tasks uniformly at random to processes (for coarse-grain tasks we use a blocked variant), and the second one uses hypergraph partitioning tool PaToH [36]. The first method is fast, promises load balance, but it does not pay attention to the communication overhead. The second method achieves load balance, reduces communication, but is time consuming. Speedups using these two partitioning methods show the worst case behavior and the potential of the parallel algorithms, if one is willing to pay the preprocessing cost. In general, a good parallel algorithm should deliver good performance with the second partitioning method; but it should also enjoy acceptable speed up with the first partitioning method.

We used PaToH (version 3.2) with default options to partition the hypergraphs. We created all partitions offline, and ran our experiments on these partitioned tensors on the cluster. We do not report timings for partitioning hypergraphs with PaToH, which is costly. Yet in most applications, the tensors from the real-world data are built incrementally and analyzed repetitively. In this scenario, a partition for the updated tensor can be formed by refining the partition of the previous tensor. Also, one can decompose a tensor multiple times with different ranks of approximation [37]. In these cases, the time spent in partitioning can be amortized across multiple runs.

To the best of our knowledge, HaTen2 [12] is the only parallel implementation of HOOI (see Section IV). All reported parallel runtimes of HaTen2 [12] are larger than that of the sequential execution of MET algorithm [26], [20], and the sequential runtime of our method is less than that of MET. For example, on a random tensor of size 10K × 10K × 10K with 1M nonzeros, Tucker decomposition with five HOOI iterations took 87.2 seconds in MET and 11.3 seconds in our method (on a single core), including all preprocessing. This difference is expected asHaTen2 (which uses MapReduce) nor MET (which is a Matlab tool) are made for high performance; thus, we do not report further comparisons.

We set the ranks of approximation $R_1 = R_2 = R_3 = 10$ for the 3-mode tensors, and $R_1 = R_2 = R_3 = R_4 = 5$ for the 4-mode tensors, which is a viable choice in data analysis applications [5], [6]. We then run the parallel HOOI for 5 iterations, and report the average time spent per HOOI iteration. The symbolic TTMc is expected to take much less time than the HOOI iterations. For instance, in 256-way parallel execution of Algorithm 4 using the fine-grain hypergraph partitioning for 5 iterations, symbolic TTMc took 14%, 12%, 19%, and 5% of the total execution time for Delicious, Flickr, Netflix, and NELL tensors, respectively. In general, HOOI is expected to run for more iterations; so this cost is expected to become less important. In addition, finding a good Tucker approximation of a tensor typically involves executing HOOI algorithm with various ranks [37]; symbolic TTMc can be computed once and used for all these executions.

### A. Distributed memory results

In Table II, we give the strong scalability results for our distributed memory parallel HOOI algorithm. We report the average time spent per iteration in Algorithm 4. For each tensor in our dataset, we report two results for fine-grain and coarse-grain parallel algorithms (with two different partitioning methods). Those with the suffix “-hp” uses PaToH’s partitionings; “fine-rd” refers to a random partitioning, whereas “coarse-bl” corresponds to a contiguous block partitioning of tasks. We evaluate the algorithms up to 256 compute nodes where each node executes Algorithm 4 using 32 threads. Since the amount of memory per node of Blue Gene/Q is only 16GBs, some runs were not feasible. These missing runs are shown with “-” in Table II. In two tensors, using the fine-rd partition was feasible only after 16 nodes due to higher memory requirements for storing partial results (which is proportional to the communication cost).

We first observe in Table II that in all test cases our algorithm graciously scale up to 256 MPI ranks (or 4096 cores), except with the fine-hp partition on Netflix tensor, where we observe a slowdown at 256 nodes. On Delicious tensor, our parallel algorithm achieves 13.5x speedup using 256 nodes over the run on 8 nodes with the fine-hp partition. With the fine-rd partition, the algorithm also scales to 256 nodes, although it runs almost two times slower than fine-hp. This is expected, as fine-rd targets load balance but incurs more communication overhead. Similarly on Flickr, our parallel algorithm achieves 10.3x speedup using 256 nodes over its execution on 8 nodes with the fine-hp partition, and runs roughly twice as fast as the configuration with the fine-rd partition. Unfortunately, with Delicious, Flickr, and Netflix datasets, we were not able to get the sequential and shared memory parallel timings on a single node due to data not fitting into the memory; hence we cannot provide overall speedup results over the sequential execution. For those results, we refer the reader to a technical report [38], where we present speedups up to 742x on a different architecture with more memory. On NELL tensor, we managed to get runs on a single node. Using the fine-rd partition using 256 nodes (4096 cores),

TABLE II: Time spent per iteration (in seconds) for our distributed memory parallel HOOI using two threads per core with different partitions. Missing results are due to small amount of memory in BlueGene/Q nodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#nodes × #cores</th>
<th>Delicious</th>
<th>Flickr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fine-hp</td>
<td>fine-rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 × 16</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 × 16</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 × 16</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 × 16</td>
<td>164.9</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 × 16</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td>162.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 × 16</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>96.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64 × 16</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>57.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128 × 16</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>34.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256 × 16</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>22.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#nodes × #cores</th>
<th>NELL</th>
<th>Netflix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fine-hp</td>
<td>fine-rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 × 16</td>
<td>222.1</td>
<td>222.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 × 16</td>
<td>151.6</td>
<td>137.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 × 16</td>
<td>87.7</td>
<td>75.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 × 16</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>46.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 × 16</td>
<td>54.9</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 × 16</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64 × 16</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128 × 16</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256 × 16</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

we obtained 280x speedup over the sequential execution. This translates into 29x speedup over the execution on a single node. Yet, unlike other three tensors, on this data the fine-hp partition lead to slower execution than the fine-rd partition. We analyzed the underlying reason for this result on 256 MPI ranks and saw that the maximum communication volume per process for with the fine-hp partition in the dominant dimension was 543K in contrast to 366K in the fine-rd partition. Here, this entailed a large overhead that could not be compensated by the reduction in the total communication volume (20M vs 94M).

In Table III, we give the computation and communication requirements of one HOOI iteration on the Flickr tensor with all partitionings for 256 MPI ranks (4096 cores). In this table, $W_{TTM}$ and $W_{TRSVD}$ correspond to the computational load of the TTMc and TRSVD steps of Algorithm 4 and Comm. vol. corresponds to the volume of send/receive communication incurred by different partitioning methods. We give both the average and the maximum values across all processes for all three metrics.

We observe in the $W_{TTM}$ columns of Table III that TTMc work per MPI-rank is always well balanced with the fine-grain partitions. This is owing to the finer granularity of tasks which allows perfect balance. On the other hand, with the coarse-grain formulation, the TTMc tasks are not well balanced, as some tasks might be significantly more costly than others. Particularly in the TTMc computation of the 4th dimension, we observe some computational imbalance of 436% and 471% using the coarse-hp and coarse-block partitions.

We realize in the $W_{TRSVD}$ columns of Table III that the average TRSVD work $W_{TRSVD}$ given by the fine-hp partition is only slightly higher than that given by the coarse-grain partitions, which introduce no overhead to the TRSVD computation. Particularly, $W_{TRSVD}$ is dominant in the third dimension, and the fine-hp partition results in the same total/average work (110K) as in the coarse-grain partitions. Using the random partition (fine-rd), however, the average $W_{TRSVD}$ is drastically increased to 435K in the same dimension. Moreover, even though none of the partitioning methods explicitly try to establish load balance for $W_{TRSVD}$, we observe that the obtained load balance is generally acceptable. In the computationally dominant third mode, the fine-hp partition leads to 100% load imbalance, whereas the fine-rd, coarse-hp, and coarse-block partitions lead to 25%, 79%, and 18%.

The last two columns of Table III show the maximum and the average communication volume per process. This involves the send and receive volumes at Lines 13 and 14 of Algorithm 4. Using the fine-hp and fine-rd partitions, the average communication volumes are 11K and 1735K, respectively. Recall that the average communication volume is proportional to the cutsize of the corresponding hypergraph partition, and the cutsize equals to the total redundancy in MxV and MTxV operations. That is why we observe higher $W_{TRSVD}$ value using the fine-rd partition. The maximum communication volume per process also decreases to 166K with fine-hp partition, in comparison to 1744K using fine-rd partition. Our final observation is that fine-hp partitions are more effective in reducing the communication volume than the coarse-hp partitions.

In Table IV, we provide the relative timings of TTMc, TRSVD, and the computation of the core tensor within an iteration of HOOI using the 256-way fine-hp partition. The TRSVD timings include the time spent in the communication of the vector entries in the MxV and MTxV operations, as the communication takes place within the PETSc calls. We see in Table II that on Netflix tensor with the fine-hp partition,
TABLE III: Statistics for the computation and communication requirements with different partitionings of Flickr in one HOOI iteration for 4096-way parallel run with 256 MPI ranks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>$W_{TTMc}$</th>
<th>$W_{TRSV D}$</th>
<th>Comm. vol.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Avg</td>
<td>Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fine-hp</td>
<td>441K</td>
<td>441K</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>441K</td>
<td>441K</td>
<td>878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>441K</td>
<td>441K</td>
<td>221K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>441K</td>
<td>441K</td>
<td>32K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coarse-hp</td>
<td>443K</td>
<td>441K</td>
<td>668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>443K</td>
<td>441K</td>
<td>98K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>443K</td>
<td>441K</td>
<td>345K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>443K</td>
<td>441K</td>
<td>110K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV: Relative timings of TTMc, TRSVD, and core tensor computation steps within HOOI using 256-way fine-hp partition (in percentage)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Delicious</th>
<th>Flickr</th>
<th>NELL</th>
<th>Netflix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TTMc</td>
<td>75.6</td>
<td>64.6</td>
<td>71.2</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRSVD+comm</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>71.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>core+comm</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

we lose scalability at 256 nodes. Table IV shows that for this instance TRSVD step begins to dominate the timings, and the communication cost starts to prevent further scalability. Note that in this case, the increase in the communication cost and imbalance also affects the computational cost of the TRSVD step. This is because of the fact that for each communicated vector entry there is an associated unit of redundant work in the MxV and MTxV computations. We also realize in these results that the cost of forming the core tensor $G$ with a TTM followed by an AllReduce communication is negligible, as we expected. Finally, we inform that in all instances, TRSVD (as provided by SLEPc) converged in less than 5 iterations.

TABLE V: Time spent per iteration (in seconds) for shared memory parallel HOOI on node(s) with a 16-core processor. The number of MPI ranks used for each tensor is shown in the parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#threads</th>
<th>Delicious (8)</th>
<th>Flickr (8)</th>
<th>NELL (1)</th>
<th>Netflix (4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1182.7</td>
<td>1055.8</td>
<td>2173.6</td>
<td>660.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>634.5</td>
<td>583.2</td>
<td>1146.3</td>
<td>330.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>361.1</td>
<td>354.5</td>
<td>616.4</td>
<td>167.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>227.5</td>
<td>241.6</td>
<td>354.1</td>
<td>87.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>175.2</td>
<td>201.0</td>
<td>252.7</td>
<td>48.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>164.9</td>
<td>206.2</td>
<td>222.7</td>
<td>33.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Shared memory results

We evaluate the shared memory scalability of the distributed memory HOOI algorithm by varying the number of threads from 1 to 32, and using the minimum number of nodes possible. We needed 8, 8, 4, and 1 nodes to be able to execute the code on Delicious, Flickr, Netflix, and NELL, respectively, using the fine-hp partitions.

TTMc is a memory latency-bound operation; for each nonzero $x_{i,j,k}$, the access to $U_{1}(i,:), U_{2}(j,:),$ and $U_{3}(k,:)$ likely results in a cache miss, due to the irregular pattern of nonzeros. Multi-threading is an effective way of hiding this latency; therefore it offers a great opportunity of acceleration through parallelism. However, the MxV and MTxV operations in the TRSVD step are memory bandwidth-bound due to the matrices being dense. Once the memory bandwidth is saturated, one may not expect a notable speedup with multi-threading (except in a NUMA architecture where each socket has an independent memory bandwidth; yet in this case the parallelism within a socket has the same issue). The TTMc operation count is proportional to the number of nonzeros, whereas the TRSVD cost is proportional to the number of rows of the matrix (or equivalently, the size of a dimension of the tensor).

As seen in Table V, we manage to improve the runtime using 32 threads for all tensors except Flickr. Using 32 threads, the speedups we obtain for Delicious and Flickr tensors are 7.2x and 5.1x, whereas on NELL and Netflix we get 9.8x and 20x, respectively. Delicious and Flickr tensors have very large third dimension of size 17M and 28M, whereas the largest dimensions of NELL and Netflix are of size 3.2M and 480K. Therefore, NELL and particularly Netflix have more latency-bound computations and provide more room for speedup, which explains the better speedup results in comparison to Delicious and Flickr tensors. Another interesting point is that on the Netflix tensor, using 16 threads we achieve 13.8x speedup over the single threaded execution. Increasing to 32 threads results in a superlinear speedup of 20x on 16 cores. We believe that this is mostly due to each core being able to execute two threads (one for memory and one for compute operations) simultaneously, which is particularly advantageous for latency-bound sparse irregular operations.

VI. Conclusion

We discussed an efficient parallelization of the alternating least squares-based Tucker decomposition algorithm (HOOI, also called Tucker-ALS) for sparse tensors in shared and distributed memory systems. We introduced a nonzero-based TTMc formulation, and proposed a shared-memory parallel HOOI with a preceding symbolic computation step that uses this formulation. We proposed a coarse and a fine-grain parallel algorithm with their corresponding task definitions, and investigated the issues of load balance and communication cost reduction on different components of the the parallel algorithms. Gathering all these together, we achieved scalability up to 4096 cores using 256 MPI ranks on real world tensors with
an efficient hybrid OpenMP-MPI implementation within our high performance parallel sparse tensor library, HyperTensor. We finally note that the TTMc operation is used in other algorithms [39] for Tucker decomposition; therefore, proposed methods of parallelism can be used by those algorithms.
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